Proposed Motion: Move for AS Review to be under assessment in the 2017-2018 school year
Sponsor: ASVP for Business and Operations
Persons of Contact: Emma J. Opsal
Guest Speaker: None

Background & Context

This year, the assessment process was highly altered in a new test version of assessment. This version, which cut out the Structure Program Advisory Committee and created a more free form version of assessment, which was for the most part, successful. However, certain ideas tested were not so successful. The AS Review and the Communications Office originally intended to interweave their assessments, as the same person advises them. However, due to unforeseen circumstances, this idea fell apart during fall quarter. Once the two were separated in Winter Quarter, the Communications office was able to regain their assessment path. The AS Review however, due to a variety of less controllable variables, was not able to return to an assessment path.

Summary of Proposal

We are asking that the AS Review suspend all of this year’s assessment activities and resume the process in Fall Quarter 2017.

Fiscal Impacts

There are no fiscal impacts to this resolution.

Rationale

This is not a rare occurrence, as in previous years, offices which were unable to complete assessment were bumped to the following year. The assessment process is very difficult to complete in Spring Quarter due to hiring. The AS Review has completed the majority of the prerequisite work, however due to time constraints of the hiring process on all parties, there would likely be some overworking of all involved. The incoming hires for all positions involved would benefit, as they would have the pre-work completed when they come to the assessment process.